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EDITOR'S
NOTE
In 1957, a young girl became
caught up in a moment of racial
tension in her hometown of Little
Rock, Ark. Her name was Hazel
Bryan, and she shrieked in disdain
as a 15-year-old black girl, Elizabeth
Eckford, approached the doors of
the segregated Little Rock High
School.
Will Counts, professor emeritus
of photography at Indiana
University's School of Journalism,
was a cub photographer and snapped
the tension of that day. The photo,
which has been judged one of the
I 00 top photographs of the century,
is shown on our cover.
The legacy of the moment was
far reaching for all involved. Bryan
grew to feel like "the poster child
for the hate generation...and I
(knew) that my life was more than a
moment." Counts remained
fascinated, ultimately affecting a
reunion between the two women,

and recently publishing Life is More
than a Moment: The Desegregation
ofLittle Rocks Central High.
Their stories remind us that our
consciousness about the importance
of diversity is formed perhaps less
by the historic events around us and
more by individual experiences.
Some of these experiences last only
seconds. Others germinate throughout chi ldhood and the young adult
years.
During a period in which the
campus is celebrating and encouraging discourse about diversity, Vision

brings you the reflections of two
faculty members who bad their own
moment in time during the Civil
Rights era, and a third whose story
represents the blossoming cultural
consciousness of an Asian immigrant. Their coll ective stories
exemplify the positive power of the
human learning experience.

IUSB Commencement
Moves to the
Joyce Center
I USB

'5 Commencement will move to the Joyce Center this
spring in response to growing frustration by students about the small
number of family members and friends they have been able to invite
to the ceremony.
Commencement will be Tuesday, May 9. The Joyce Center, on the
University of Notre Dame campus, is the only facility in the area that
has sufficient seating to meet student needs. During last year's
Commencement in the Century Center, students were allowed only
four tickets. That number may have been reduced to three tickets by
Commencement 2000.
Details of the move are on the Web, www.iusb.edu/-extaff. Select
the November 8 issue of the in-house newsletter, Update.

Ivy Tech/lUSB
Nursing Plan

Reflects Strong Partnership

IUSB

and Ivy Tech State College have launched a nursing
education collaboration to enhance nursing education opportunities
through the sharing of resources. Beginning in fall, lvy Tech is to
become the provider of the associate degree in nursing; IUSB will
provide baccalaureate and master's education.
Both Ivy Tech and IUSB are prepared to assist current and future
students in academic advising and financial aid assistance, and all
areas that will help them make a smooth transition from the associate
to the baccalaureate program.

New Summer Schedule
Supports Student Need

Summer 2000 will premier a new mid-summer schedule more
attuned to undergraduate student need. Some 10 to 15 courses will
bridge the traditional two-semester, six-week summer schedule that
begins in mid-May and ends in August.
The new course schedule will range from six to eight weeks,
depending on the demands of the classes. Mathematics classes, for
example, will run for eight weeks to give students more time to
absorb content.
The courses will begin in mid-June to allow attendance by recent
high school graduates and student from out-of-town campuses whose
institutions do not end their spring semesters in time to take the May
summer school courses.
Information about these new courses is available by calling
219-237-4839.

Chancellor Perrin recognizes Barbara Warner
for her sponsorship of the IUSB Art Gallery

IUSB
A

Gallery to Open
in Spring

spring opening is planned for a long-awaited art gallery
that will display student, faculty and visiting artists' works in
an appropriate setting. The ga1Jery, which will be housed on the
first floor of the Associates Building, was made possible by a
gift from IUSB Advisory Board member Barbara Warner.

Plans call for two primary gallery spaces. A smaller, 850square-foot gallery will open into a 1,450 exhibition space. The
entrance hallway also can be used as a third hanging space.
Glass display cases are planned to show pottery, book arts,

jewelry and other three dimensional works that are small and
fragile.
"Just as a means of comparison, the two spaces will be
approximately half the size of the Warner Gallery at the South
Bend Regional Museum of Art," said Thomas Miller, acting
dean, Division of Arts. "That's a pretty generous situation for
us - just the right size, I think."

Gift Supports Small Business
Administration
Program
long an innovator in nurturing small businesses, the IUSB
entrepreneurship and small business administration program is taking
a new direction with a student-business mentoring program. The
program is made possible in part by a $100,000 gift from Shirley A.
and James Kowalski.
The new endeavor involves new ties with the Chamber of Commerce of St. Joseph County and the Small Business Administration.
Program director John Withey, IUSB business professor, is preparing
a classroom and consulting experience which pairs a small business
owner with a student for the semester. Both attend the class and use
the same materials. Students then will work as mentor/consultants
with their small business partners for the remainder of the semester.
"This program is a new frontier for the Entrepreneurship Program;'
said Withey. "Students provide a valued service to the small business
community, and get a good dose of reality at the 'same time."

ND's Hesburgh Receives
Chancellor's Medal
longtime University of Notre Dame President Rev. Theodore
M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., was named the 1999 recipient of the
Chancellor's Medal. He received the medal during the annual
donor dinner during IUSB Fest.
Chancellor Kenneth L. Perrin honored Hesburgh for his
exemplary contributions to civil rights, academic freedom, and
international peace. In his public service career, Hesburgb has
held 15 Presidential appointments. A charter member of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, created in 1957, Hesburgb chaired
the commission from 1969 to 1972 until President Richard Nixon
replaced him because of bis criticism of the Administration's civil
rights record.
His concerns for social justice have been manifested on the
Notre Dame campus through academic institutions, principally
the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies and the Kellogg
Institute for International Studies.
Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh, C.S.C., the
1999 recipient of the
Chancellor's Medal.

Eileen Be

Indiana University South
Bend Professor Eileen Bender
has been named Indiana Professor of the Year by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching/CASE organization.
She is the first Indiana University
professor to receive this annual
award, which was announced at
a luncheon in Washington D.C.
in late October.
Bender is a professor of
English at IUSB, a winner of
IUSB and IU's most prestigious
teaching excellence awards,
and the all-Indiana University
director of FACET (Faculty
Colloquium on Excellence
in Teaching).
She joined the IUSB faculty
in 1985 after earning a doctorate
in English from the University
of Notre Dame. A full professor
since 1993, she also has held
w1iversity-wide positions as
academic advisor to the I.U.
President, associate dean of
faculties, and, since 1989, as
university director ofFACET.

Phillips' career with Midwest
"Eileen Bender is a legend on
Commerce, now Banc One,
our campus and, indeed, on all of
spanned almost 20 years. During
the eight campuses in the Indiana
bis tenure, he served as manager
University system," said Moya L.
of the West Banking Center and
Andrews, associate dean of the
as vice president in charge of
faculties and professor in the
small business lending.
Department of Speech & HearHe also served as chainnan
ing, who nominated Bender for
and
a member of the Elkhart
the award. "Her name is synonyGeneral
Hospital Board, and as a
mous with teaching excellence
and she has created a community board member of numerous
Elkhart-based boards including
of scholars and practitioners of
teaching that bas invigorated and the Chamber of Commerce,
strengthened our entire academic United Way and the Community
Foundation.
community."
The Armstrong Award honors
William Phillips, one-time
an
Elkhart business leader for
vice president of the former
distinguished achievements,
Midwest Commerce Banking
leadership and contribution to the
Company, has been named
advancement of business and the
recipient of the 1999 Armstrong
quality
of life in Michian·a.
Award of the IUSB Division of
Business and Economics.
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Understanding Race:
Personal Voyages

grew up in the segregated South. I know the world of segregated
facilities - restaurants, restrooms, water fountains, schools, churches.
I know what it's like to sit at the back of the bus. Yet, in many ways, I
have lived a privileged life. My father grew up shining shoes for white
men on downtown streets; as one of eight children he helped earn
money for the family and as a young adult was the first black man to
work in a department store on Canal Street as a salesman of men's
clothing. Later in life, he worked in the post office and often worked
two jobs to send each of his five children to college. He only finished
high school. My mother was a music and grade school teacher. Education was dominant in our lives. We understood that college was not an
option; in our family it was a requirement. Like our mother, each of
us is a graduate of Xavier University of Louisiana, the only historically
black and Catholic university in the western hemisphere. Each of us
is successful.
I am the oldest of the five and the only one to pursue a career in
education. I was different in many ways. I was less interested in sports
and preferred to spend my free time reading. I ventured from the
security and comfort of our middle class environment and became
engaged in the Civil Rights Movement. During the summer of '63 , I
spent hours in the projects of New Orleans, teaching elderly blacks to
read, to memorize the preamble to the Constitution, so that they wou ld
be eligible to register to vote. In spite of our efforts, many were turned

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Alfred J. Guillaume Jr. accents his office
with art symbolic of his cultural heritage.

A

Photo by Rebecca Belling
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away. That hurt me. I became
angry and decided to participate in the demonstrations at
City Hal l. My parents were
fearfu l for me and their worst
fears were realized. One day 1
was arrested and carted off to
jail. On the way to the police
station, we passed in front of
my grandmother's home. She
was sitting on the stoop; I
proudly waved to her. Needless to say, the image of me
in a police car terrified her.
After that incident, my days
as a demonstrator came to halt;
my mother was afraid that I
would have great difficulty in
the future when looking for a
job, now that my fingerprints
were a permanent part of
police files.
New Orleans is a culturally
rich and diverse city. Its roots

are deeply embedded in
European, African and native
culture. The people of New
Orleans reflect that mixture. It
was not until the Civil Rights
Movement that many people of
color began identifying themselves as black. We were both
African and American. And
while I participated in the movement, I also began to appreciate
my other cultural roots. Multicultural New Orleans does not
fit the neat labels of black and
white. Historical miscegenation
produced white and black cousins
and all the blended colors in
between. Added to the mix was
our Indian blood. We were black, Alfred J. Guillaume Jr. , top center; with his f our siblings and, seated
Catholic, and Creole. Our roots
center; his mother; Trena, andfathe1; Alfred Sr.
traced back to France, Africa and
the New World. Our siblings and
I spoke English and not the secret
language of adults, Creole.

uillaume Jr.
While I participated in the
Civil Rights Movement, I found
my cultural roots more closely
tied to my Creole experience.
In many ways we were isolated
from the personal affronts of
segregation. As a little boy I
was once called chocolate by a
white boy, but it was not until
I was a graduate student in
Nashville that I was called
"nigger. " And when it came
time to decide what I would
study in college, I chose French,
in part because I was captivated
by the beauty of the language but
more so out of desire to recapture a lost heritage. I have a
strong bind to my Creole culture.
This southern and Latin-European

identity influenced our family
values. Our lives were surrounded by the Catholic church,
family, good food and good times.
Mardi Gras, music, jambalaya,
gumbo, red beans and rice epitomized the Louisiana spirit of
"laissez Les hons temps rouler. "

My two sons maintain strong
identities to their Creole cultures.
They refuse narrow definitions
of who they are as AfricanAmerican males. My older son,
who grew up in New Orleans,
has returned to that city for
college and graduate study and
proudly calls himself Creole.
My younger son, who had many
years in St. Louis, prides himself
on his Native American culture

on both bis maternal and paternal
lineage.

Unfortunately, race in America
is paramount in identity. And
although race bas no scientific
validity, it is used as means to
divide and separate. Happily, we
are moving to a world that is
less defined by race. We are
increasingly multiracial and
multicultural. We share many
ethnicities. That is the beauty of
our human legacy. I've learned
to let each part of me growAfrican, European, Native
American - and not to allow any
part of me to be overshadowed by
labels. My parents taught me to
take pride in who I am; I try to
instill that same self-esteem in
my own sons.

Race: Personal Voyages
through America's Diversity Landscape
Immediately after that, I
started checking out library
books about Hinduism and Indian
culture. It's not that I wasn't
educated about it. But I realized
it was a component of my life
that I had been ignoring. I had
come to the United States and to
a graduate program in history, at
first intending to study AfricanAmerican history, as had been the
specialty of one of my professors
at DehLi University. Soon, I
determined that I would instead
emphasize women's history. As
for my own Hindu culture, it was

in my subconscience: who I was,
where I was from , my customs.
Soon after that, my husband,
Mark, and I were married and he
took his first job in Batesville,
the casket capital of the United
States. This industry had no
persons of color. It was a town
with a strong Germanic influence, perfect little homes, and
manicured lawns.
I was young, and I had just
gotten married. My parents were
still with me and Mark in
BatesvilJe. I was on Cloud Nine.
Because my parents had just

Sushmita
Two

events occurred to me in quick succession in
the mid- l980s, as I was finishing my doctoral studies
and joining my new husband in the Indiana manufacturing town Batesville. Together, these events
awakened my consciousness that I had not been
tending to essential parts of myself.
In the first, a girlfriend of mine decided to take me
to a gathering at Ball State which was, essentially, for
young Christian fundamentalists ...bom again Christians. I was always open to new experiences, and I
was open to this. As an aftermath, though, I realized
that there was almost an assumption on her part that l
had had no religion, as though I were one of those
people in the former Soviet Union who were expected
to be communists, and who were culturally discomaged from worship.
Sushmita Hodges with her
daughter, Serena

Photo by Rebecca Belling
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brought native Indian clothes the salwar kameez - I wore
them everywhere. In some
ways, I was being outrageous.
But my differences didn't really
bother me.
But my mother was worried.
I didn't have a job, because l
was working on my dissertation.
I didn 't yet have a child. She
wondered how I would fit in.
So she looked all through the
phone book, finally finding
one name she thought might
be Middle Eastern. "Let's call
them," she said.
Newlyweds Mark and Sushmita, center; in Batesville, Lnd. with their
respective mothers, Gopa Ghosh and Annjoy Hodges.

And they responded. The
Iranian wife of the local physician came to visit us. I can still
see her pulling up in her
Mercedes. She came in, and in
that one meeting, I confronted
overt racism for the first time meaning I had my first experience in which my differences
were spoken of overtly. Mrs.
Daftary basically told us that
she'd settled in Batesville
because of her marriage, "but you
guys should look at this as a
stopgap in your lives. You're
young. This is okay for starting
your life together. But you don't
want to stay here all your lives."

Basically, my mother and Mrs.
Daftary were talking about
something I had only begun
to realize.
In the three years Twas there, I
patched together an international
life. There was a bachelor from
Pakistan. There was a young
Chinese couple. And our group
was filled in, of all things, by a
group of townspeople who had
taken to meeting on metaphysical
issues, who were unified by their
interest in a holistic viewpoint.
The wife of a local Realtor led
them, and they met at the local
library. She found me and asked
me to give a presentation on

Hinduism and Asian culture
and spirituality. They got all
eager and interested, they
started having ethnic dinners.
The group just evolved into one
with an international flavor.
Since moving to South Bend
eight years ago, I have become
increasingly interested in
embracing differences. I have
begun to look forward to a
world described in David
Hollinger's PostethnicAmerica,
a book which predicts a point
beyond multiculturalism where
an individual can choose to
share "multiple identities"

within a cosmopolitan atmosphere. I think in my life, I have
become successful in exemplifying that experience: my Asian
Hindu identity is an integrated
part of my profile.
I started the Asian American
Committee in this area because it
gives me the opportunity to preserve and maintain that identity,
while sharing experiences of
other Asians and Asian Americans from diverse backgrounds.
This committee also provides an
educational forum to acknowledge and celebrate the contributions and experiences ofAsians
within mainstream America.

Understanding Race: Personal
Voyages through America's

A

a first year history teacher in 1965, I also was the
assistant basketball coach on a highly visible team. The first
public school system in the South to desegregate after the Brown
Decision (1954), Oak Ridge had recently been one of the first
schools to desegregate its athletic teams. The boys basketball
team had won the state championship two years before my arrival
and was one of the favorites to win again in what would be the

•
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first desegregated state tournament. And the team, with three
of its 12 players being black, had
caUed great attention to itself by
electing one of those three, Willie
Golden, as its captain.

School that December night, I
became a part of the Civil Rights
"movement" whether or not I
knew it or intended for it to
happen. The noise and abuse
poured down on us. Racial
epithets were plentiful and I was
spit on by one of the fans.

One of our first games that
year was with archrival Clinton
High School. Eight years earlier,
12 courageous black students had
integrated that school, attracting
the violent southern demagogue,
John Kasper, to the community,
sparking considerable white
violence, the interference of
the Tennessee National Guard,
and one night in 1958 the total
destruction of the high school
building by three powerful
bombs. When we walked into
the gym at the new Clinton High

That incident was followed up
fairly quickly when I went to my
classroom early one morning to
find a delegation of five or six
black students waiting for me.
They wanted to know why there
was virtually nothing in their
textbooks about African Americans. Right then, I realized to my
own surprise and concern that I
hadn't thought to wonder about
this myself. I had bachelor's and
master's degrees in history from
Vanderbilt University, and yet, I
knew little about that part of our

nation's history which was now
beginning to impact my own life.
My experiences as a high
school teacher and coach didn't
make me what I would term a
civil rights activist, but it jarred
me to the point that my antennas
never stopped vibrating on this
issue. Two years later, when I
returned to graduate school, I

wonder ifKing's "beloved
community," his vision of a color
blind America, was ever the right
goal. My respect for King and
the wonderful ideals he so
powerfully articulated has not
diminished. And yet, a movement
which focuses upon the most
blatant violations, such as segregation, and which speaks of
achieving a color blind community, not only takes risks, but also

_amon
decided that African-American
history was something I wanted
to study in a systematic way.
Race relations and the rights and
roles of minorities would become
a personal part of my life and
my work.

runs the risk of short-term victory
and ultimate frustration. I
rejoiced at the speed with which
segregation and discrimination in
many public areas of American
life collapsed under the deter-

mined and sustained force of
the civil rights challenge. I still
am in awe of what local people,
roughly of my generation,
committed to this cause. And
certainly the "movement" made
it safer for other minority or
oppressed groups to challenge
discrimination and traditional
thinking.
But now 35 years later, as we
put the century of segregation
behind us, l am less sure of the
full extent of the success we
achieved. The white power
structure loosened and opened up
in some important ways, but it
yielded little meaningful control.
I believe, for example, that most
doors are now open, but the
ceilings are still low.
The most important question
in 1954 or 1965 probably was
one of "power" rather than
"segregation." Forced segrega-

tion was just one manifestation
of power. It was largely defeated.
In retrospect, however, control
of community "standards,"
economic resources, and real
political influence did not change
very much.
Willie Golden blazed a trail
that Michael Jordan would
follow. John Kasper lost all
chance of respectability. John
Lewis and Walter Fauntroy were
elected to Congress. And Les
Lamon found a satisfying and
sustaining academic career.
But the Gordian Knot of race
relations still confines the
"beloved community" to our
dreams. The hand holding the
sword has resteadied itself, but
it is the same hand.
Maybe it is time for another
"movement"?

It has become increasingly
clear to me since my days as a
sympathetic but passive observer
of the "sit-in" movement in
Nashville in 1960-61 and my
transformation into a secondary
participant in the process of
institutional change in Oak Ridge
during the years 1965-67, that
racism is the largest Gordian
Knot (that mythical knot which
cannot be untied and will yield
only to the blow of a magical
sword) in American society.
I do believe the sword exists,
and for most of my adult life, I
believed Martin Luther King had
identified it. He and thousands
of civil rights heroes took great
risks, and they loosened the knot
somewhat. But they never seized
the sword.
In the past year, while on
sabbatical, I had a chance to
revisit the Civil Rights Movement and to think about it as a
scholar and reflect upon it
personally. I have begun to

. Willie Golden, at left ' an d tea mmates accept
Lamon and team captain
Assistant basketball coach es G e;nor Frank Clement.
.
congratulations from Tennessee ov
L
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What launched Women's Studies as an
academic field?
We had to create an entire academic field to hold on to half the
history of humankind. Because men were dominant, and the decision
makers, and studied what they were interested in, it was very difficult
to find out about women. As a result, every generation, women's
stories disappeared, and bad to be reinvented with each generation.
Because it hadn't been institutionalized, it kept getting lost. And keep
in mind that the focus on women in higher education is rooted in the
understanding that economies develop and advance as women become
educated.
The purpose of a university is to seek the truth. That really is our
mission. When you have a partial story, like that of women, the
important thing is for a university to be inclusive and to act to make
the truth more truthful.
Since the quest for an IUSB bachelor's degree in
Women's Studies is almost as old as the field of
Women's Studies itself, what observations can you
make about what this new field has contributed
to academia in general and to IUSB?
All the education theory I've read in the last 20 years has suggested
the path that Women's Studies already had been taking: empower
university students to assume responsibility for their learning so that
their learning will continue over a lifetime; engage the student in
active Learning, emphasize collaboration and cooperation, encourage
students to think globally and act locally. Above all, enable students to

Studies

Indiana University South Bend offered the first Womens Studies
(WOST) course in the JU system, in 1972, under the encouragement ofEnglish Professor Gloria Kaufman. By 1980, the campus
offered a Womens Studies mino,; which was drafted by English
Professor Eileen Bendel'. It took almost 20 more years for IUSB to
receive approval ofa Womens Studies major, as it did by the
Commission.for Higher Education last spring. Three students are
signed on as majors, and many double majors are expected.
Womens Studies director Patricia McNeal reflects on the impact
the program has had at IUSB and in higher education in general.
As historically significant as the approval ofthe major, a conference March 30 and April I on educating women and young women
is being planned not by Womens Studies, but by a university-wide
committee. "Our concerns as a womens faculty, our whole
philosophy, is now so pervasive, has been so successful, that it can
cross divisions, and the whole university," says a proud McNeal.

A
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Women's Studies has adopted as a symbol the image, left, by Peggy Zeglin
Brand that recalls the contributions ofAlice Paul, a leader in the campaignfi
women's right to vote. Below, Patricia McNeal in the WOST Resource Room.

make the necessary connections between their scholarly knowledge and the experience gained from living.
At fUSB, we stress the value of participation. We've sponsored
brown bag lunches specializing in a woman's perspective in a
certain area - this year it's women's health issues, presented by
members of the nursing faculty. We've recently sponsored a very
well-attended mayoral debate, sponsored by the Women's Student
Union and organized by union president Liz Penn-Grove. It's
because we stress the value of experience. Toward that end, we
also have a Women's Studies newsletter, W.I.R.E., and the student
research journal, New Views on Gender. It's all about connections.
It's all part of having the students as "doers." These are experiences that validate them, regardless of what their major is.
The presence of those many activities is a visible
measure of the contribution Women's Studies
makes to campus life at IUSB. What else do you
examine to describe the maturing process of the
program?

In the beginning, Women's Studies was built on the generosity
of our female faculty members. When Dan Cohen was chancellor,
he asked what he could do for Women's Studies. I told him to hire
more female faculty members. All our young women faculty
members understand the importance of gender as a tool of analysis
in the world. They come in here and want to use it.
So a critical mass of perspective and talent was important. But
even with this increasing presence, l'm not sure that we would
have had a degree approved. I credit Chancellor (Kenneth L.)
Perrin. For the first time we bad a top administrator who moved us
to the forefront.
I also value the measures that are not administrative. The winner
of last year's psychology department's research award, Geri Bryan,
did a gender-based survey on the varying experiences of married
couples whose children have grown. The upcoming conference,
"Educating Women in the New Millennium: From Childhood to
Adulthood" is organized by a committee with representation from
every division. It's interdisciplinary, it incorporates faculty
knowledge and scholarship. The university is at a point where
there are women doing work in gender studies, and women in all
the divisions. They all have something to contribute to this
question. This conference embraces everyone. (Information on the
conference is available at www.iusb.edu/--quilts.)
What's next?

I would like to see one more faculty member in the Women's
Studies program. This one will have been trained in Women's
Studies, a field which now is graduating doctoral candidates.
I would also like to see Women's Studies as a required course
for everybody, especially for men, especially now that we're
moving to a younger student body. Our young males lack experience, they haven't heard the women's story. They've been isolated
in the male cultures of sports and athletics, they don't have any
experience. I like to think a course could help wake these men up
to the importance of women in their lives. If we did, I think they
would have an easier time as spouses, and an easier time in the
workplace.

Jon Housand Receives
President's Award
One of IUSB 's most dedicated
volunteers, Elkhart businessman
Jon Housand, BS Bus '69,
MSBA '72, is recipient of a 1999
IU President's Award for outstanding volunteerism in the
service of the IU Alumni Association.
Housand was honored at a
ceremony in Indianapolis Dec. 3.
The retired president and COO of
Ameritech National Bank of
Elkhart, Housand bas been the
energetic leader of the IUSB
Alumni Scholarship Campaign
for the past three years. He also
has served as a member of the
advisory board of the Division of
Business and Economics.

Scholarship Campaign
Encourages New
Successes
Graduates Felix and
Susannah Bueno are chairing a
new Hispanic/Latino Scholarship
Fund campaign. A portion of the
proceeds will be used to grant
an academic scholarship to
an entering Hispanic/Latino
freshman.
Felix earned a Bachelor of
Science in Business Management
and Industrial Relations in 1994.
He is an operations manager at
Key Bank. Susannah earned a
bachelor's in secondary education and teaches at Penn High
School.
"We are blessed to have a
university so close to borne, and

one that offers an excellent
curriculum," say the volunteers.
"As IUSB graduates, we feel this
program will help many students
learn more about the many ways a
student can attend a university."
The Hispanic/Latino Scholarship campaign is an exciting
offshoot of the 3-year-old alumni
scholarship program. The scholarship program bas launched 15
high-achieving area high school
graduates into JUSB 's Honors
Program.
This year's campaign, chaired
by former Alumni Club President
Mike Wargo, ASCJ '81, BGS '82,
will be helped along by such
projects as the personalized brick
sale that will pave a plaza outside
the Student Activities Center.
Information about contributions
to the Hispanic/Latino Scholarship
Fund or the annual Alumni
Scholarship Campaign is available
by calling Development Director
Jason Caniglia at 237-4123.
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New Ring Tradition at IUSB
Indiana University is joining many universities across the
country in adopting the tradition of an official University ring
style. Under this tradition, rings can only be worn by IU
students who have earned a degree or at least 56 credit
hours.

From left to right: Holly Renner, Richard Monierve, Dee Brody,
Amy Rauhut, Edniza Deynes-Wallace, Chris Luber and Julie Myers

Student-Alumni Board
Builds New Ties
The Alumni Office has
launched a new Student Alumni
Council to help build future
alumni leaders.
The SAC consists of 10
members representing the
academic divisions and two
additional at-large members. The
group assisted with IUSB Fest,
and will coordinate the fund
raising campaign for the IUSB
Class of 2000 class gift. This
group also is expected to provide
student participation in the
annual State House visit to
Indianapolis in February.
A member of the group will
represent IUSB on the state-wide
IU Alumni Association's Student
Relations Committee.

Seeking Nominations
for 2000
Distinguished
Alumni Award
If you know of an outstanding
IUSB graduate who bas achieved
career success or excelled in
community service, please
consider nominating him or her
for the annual IUSB Distinguished Alumni Award, to be
presented at Commencement on
May 9.

Nominations are due March I,
and nomination forms are
available by calling the Alumni
Office at 237-4381.

Winners of the Distinguished
Alumni Award have been
commemorated in the publication
"Success Stories." Copies of the
publication are available by
calling the Alumni Office.

IUAA Scholarships
Available to Members
The Indiana University Alumni
Association has $1 ,000 scholarships available for high school
seniors whose parents are
members of the IU Alumni
Association. One of the scholarships is designated for a student
to attend IUSB. In addition to
many benefits, that's one more
good reason to join the IU/IUSB
Alumni Association. You can find
the on-line membership form at
www.indiana.edu/- alumni or
call the Alumni Office at
237-4381 for a scholarship
application.

Sign Up for
Alumni E-Mail
Now you can have an e-mail
address that will never change,
no matter where you move or
where you work. It's a forwarding address, not an e-mail
account. Messages directed to
your IU alumni e-mail address
automatically will be forwarded
to your current e-mail account.
Find out more on-line at
www.indiana.edu/- alumni.
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Alumni who want to exchange their current IU/IUSB ring
for the official ring are invited to participate in a trade-in
program that provides the new ring almost at cost. Styles are
available for viewing at the IUSB Alumni Office or bookstore,
or by contacting Milestone Traditions (the ring manufacturer)
at 1-800-355-1145 or on-line at
www.milestonetraditions.com.

IUSB Grads as SOCIAL
Francell Campaigns for Mentally Ill
Edward FranceU, BA '85, can talk for hours about discrimination and never mention race, ethnicity, or gender. He is a crusader
for what some say is the last minority group to face classic
marginalization - the severely mentally ill.

His immediate goal: to see that health insurance discrimination
against the mentally ill is replaced by parity. He points out, optimistically, that national interest is in his favor. Awareness of the
violence committed by the profoundly mentally ill is peaking
concurrent with medical and pharmaceutical treatment of many
of the worst mental illnesses.
By trade, Francell is a Georgia-based community health specialist whose focus is the most severely mentally ill. He also is a
member of the national Treatment Advocacy Center, an educational
resource on brain illnesses designed to benefit legal, legislative,
medical and media professionals, as well as individuals looking for
guidance in helping a family member.
Familial connections may have steered Francell into the mental
health profession. His mother, Claire Griffin Francell, is a psychiatric nurse who also has campaigned for understanding of mental
illness. At 18, he himself was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. The
experience also helped launch his career. As a consumer of psychotropic drugs since the early 1980s, the Elkhart native rejoices in
advances that have greatly reduced side effects, and in research that
shows the long lasting, almost toxic effects of brain disorders can be
reduced if treatment begins early.
"The thing people need to understand is that there are physical
disorders of the brain," he said.
"Just as there are heart or kidney disorders, there are disorders of
the brain. But these are treatable illnesses."
Francell pays homage to IUSB and to such faculty members as
Tom VanderVen for the help they lent as he crossed the bridge from
a teen-age victim of disease to a productive adult. "I found IUSB to
be a compassionate community. When people are experiencing any
disorder - cancer, leukemia - you need a caring community,

Education Grads
and Educators
Earn Distinctions
Lynn M. Disbrow, associate
professor of communication arts
at Sinclair Community College
in Dayton, Ohio, has been named
Community CoUege Outstanding
Educator of 1999 by the National
Communication Association.

Disbrow

ACTIVISIB
because these are very lonely
illnesses."
Insurance parity means that
insurance companies would set
no ceiling for mental illness that
was lower than coverage for
physical illness. The change
would open the door for
preventive treatments and early
drug treatments that could
prevent the long-term debilitating effects of mental illness.

Social Action Leads
Wagner to Brazil
By bis early 20s, Phillip
Wagner, BA '79, had seen
poverty and despair be previously had never imagined, during
a four-year Marine Corps tour
that included Vietnam, Hong
Kong, the Philippines, Thailand,
Taiwan, and Singapore.
"Asia really opened my eyes,"
said Wagner, who is Indianapolisbased and a corporate Process
Management Instructor for EDS.
Wagner attended IUSB after
serving in the Marines in the
early 70s.
"IUSB helped me to consolidate my understanding of the
world," he said. He said his
studies as a psychology major
reinforced his interest in global

diversity. Several philosophy
courses influenced his belief in
constructive social engagement.
Wagner now consolidates
those interests, and bis photography and writing skills, as a
free-lance journalist who focuses
on a commitment to constructive
social engagement, "especially
the idea that we ought to find
ways to help people help
themselves."
Before turning to photojournalism, Wagner sharpened his
skills as a social activist, one
project at a time. Launching
an Indianapolis-based effort in
support of oppressed Jews in
the former Soviet Union in the
mid- l980s, Wagner ultimately
developed an international
organization with 53 chapters
during the mid- l980s.
His current fascination is
Brazil, and the grass-roots social
action projects that support that
country's impoverished and
marginalized youth. Drummer
Neguinho do Samba, who has
recorded with Paul Simon,
is among Brazilian artists
sponsoring programs for youth.
Wagner's observations
on that country were published
in a 1997
edition of the
Indianapolis
Star travel
section.

1sorow earne lier
bachelor's degree at IUSB in
1982. She holds a master's
degree from Emerson College
in Boston and a doctoral degree
from Wayne State University in
Detroit. Disbrow also has been
honored for teaching excellence
by the National Conference on
College Teaching and Learning.
Other IUSB graduates
pursuing careers in education
are Jane L. Feeney Lambert,
MBA '85. She is a director
of undergraduate programs at
the IUPUI Kelley School of
Business. Tom Mihail, of
Merrillville, is an associate
faculty member in special
education at Purdue Calumet.
Mihail, MS '74, was recipient
Brazilian scenes by
Phillip Wagner

of a 1997 Outstanding Teaching
Award at the campus.
In primary and secondary education, Jerry Thacker, MS Ed
'75, is superintendent of Logansport School Corp., while Howard
Hull, BS Ed '74, MS Ed '76, is
superintendent of Eagle Uruon
Community School Corp. in
Zionsville.... Jody Delp, BS Ed
'86, MS Ed '93, is dean of girls at
The Culver Academies... Texasbased elementary school teacher
Delberta HolJaway Coonrod,
MS Ed '72, is a recent recipient
of the most prestigious teaching
excellence honor awarded within
the Fort Worth Independent
School District - the Academic
Chair in Teaching Excellence.
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